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Ask Us About      

 These Services: 

 

  Design-Build Landscape 

  Outdoor Living Space 

  Custom Water Features  

  Landscape Lighting  

  Fireplaces and Fire Pits 

  Irrigation Maintenance 

  Pergolas and Decks 

   

    

    

Joshua Mitchell 

Some Random Landscape Thoughts 

In 1998 two botanists came up with a term called “Plant Blindness”  
because the majority of people in the U.S. had lost their ability to notice 
the plants around them.  It seems that we’ve become oblivious about 
where our food comes from, the importance of plants to our health, and 
the role they play in the survival of our planet.   

Recently a global pandemic altered every facet of our lives with how we 
live, work, eat, and socialize. The fear of the unknown forced us to  
isolate from one another. During this time many people turned to 
gardening for therapeutic benefits.  Being around plants and flowers has 
been proven to improve our mood, provide hope, and nourish us from 
both hunger and despair.   

Economists reported that garden and plant retailers experienced one of 
the best sale seasons ever in 2020 and it has continued into 2021.  
Families are now choosing to grow their own food as well as enhance 
their surroundings. 

This is the time to start teaching our little ones and the next generation 
to embrace the importance of plants.  Children can obtain a sense of  
purpose and responsibility from planting seeds in a garden and watching 
them grow.   

Here are some plants to get your family started on your own garden! 
 
Happy Landscaping! 
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Fun and easy-to-grow plants for first time Gardeners of all ages! 

Pansies are hardy flowers that survive the heat 

and cold while adding a pop of color to your gar-

den.  The Ideal time to plant is August-October. 

Tomatoes are an American go-to that should be  

planted 6-8 weeks before last frost.  They can also 

be started indoors and moved outside once ready.     

Basil grows great with tomatoes and it serves as  

a natural bug repellent.  Plant 6 weeks before last 

frost and you’ll  have a healthy plant all summer. 

Mint is a hardy herb that is very easy to grow, but  

the roots will want to take over your garden.  It is  

best to use a root barrier or plant them in clay pots. 

Sunflower is a great choice for first time gardeners. 

You can eat the seeds or just enjoy their beauty. 

Plant after last frost date in spring. 

Radishes are quick growing and an ideal cool 

weather crop. They develop spicy bulbs through 

spring & autumn. 

Potatoes don’t need seeds.  Simply just find a 

potato tuber that’s grown a few sprouts. 

Spinach is one of the best cold-weather crops  

and Popeye’s favorite food. 


